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Abstract- The number of elders who encounter falling ac
cidents has been increasing in the past few decades. Falling
accidents could cause major injuries, such as having bruise,
breaking bone, and in the worst case, losing life. Therefore,
preventing elders from falling accidents is important in order
to ensure the quality of life. In this paper, we propose Fatigue
Alerting SHoes (FASH), a pair of shoes which detects the fatigue
of walking people. There are three effects of fatigue on gait, and
FASH system acquires all of them to improve the accuracy of
fatigue detection. FASH system uses pressure sensors embedded
in a pair of shoes to detect the tiredness, and notifies the user of
"Tiredness Scale," a scale we defined in order to show the degree
of tiredness. Through the evaluation, we affirmed the availability
of using pressure sensor to detect accumulation of tiredness.
We also confirmed the difference between the physical tiredness
and the subjective feeling toward tiredness, which signifies the
importance of acknowledging the user of hislher fatigue.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every year, approximately thirty percent of elderly popu
lation encounter falling accidents, resulting in having bruise,
breaking bones, and in the worst case, losing life [1] [2] [3].
Compared to that of the youth, elders have higher chances
of getting into falling accidents due to many factors, such
as, weaken physical strength, the adverse effect of medicine,
and the experience of falling accidents which he/she has
encountered in the past [4] [5] [6]. Moreover, elders have high
chance of falling without protecting their important body parts,
such as, head, neck and bones, because of the weaken reflects,
which is one of the traits of the elders. Falling from the head
could result in death, and falling from other body parts could
result in breaking bone at a great chance, since the elder's
bones are much weaker than those of the youth. In addition,
the hospitalization cost for injury due to falling accident is
much more expensive compared to that of the other causes,
such as, traffic injury, machine injury, etc. [7]. Falling accident
is a major threat for the elders, therefore, it is strongly desired
to be prevented.

It is proven that a third of people were walking when
they encountered falling accidents [8], thus, preventing them
from the accidents can save the most number of people from
getting injured or being killed. It is claimed that nearly thirty
five percent of elders fell for not fulfilling the environmental
demands [9], which is caused by either extrinsic or intrinsic
cause [3] [10]. The extrinsic cause is an environmental factor
which may cause people to fall, and the intrinsic cause is
as person's physical characteristics. In order to reduce the
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effects of extrinsic cause, removing environmental needs, for
example, removing steps and rocks from a street, is required.
Since it is impossible to remove all kinds of obstacles, for
instance, impossibleness to remove all rocks from public place,
the effect of intrinsic cause must be got rid of, or reduced.

The intrinsic cause can be divided into two factors: static
factor and dynamic factor. Static factor consists of weaken
muscle, physical strength, and reflex as a result of get
ting old [11]. On the other hand, dynamic factor includes
losing balance and motility function as a result of getting
tired [12] [13] [14]. The influence of aging takes place
gradually, which allows elders to be aware of it, meanwhile,
the effect of fatigue on gait is difficult to recognize. Moreover,
fatigue has a great impact on gait, and it arises rapidly [15].
This indicates the importance of fatigue detection, and thus,
we aim to prevent the falling accidents by detecting fatigue
of walking people, and alerting the user of it. In addition,
youths lacking physical activities are resulting in various
health problems, such as obesity and metabolic syndrome, and
informing his/her tiredness can be influential.

The effects of fatigue on gait are, 1) lower height of
raised legs [12], 2) slower walking tempo [16], and 3) losing
balance [13]. This, in turn, shows that detecting these features
can be used to acquire fatigue. Several research [17] [18]
acquire the balance of the user, which is only one of the
effects of fatigue on gait. The use of video cameras [19], can
also be used to detect the effect of fatigue on gait. These
research either attaches devices to human body, or embeds
cameras into the environment, which is not suitable to be used
in everyday life. In order to solve this problem, we propose a
new fatigue detection method using pressure sensors implanted
in a pair of shoes, FASH: Fatigue Alerting SHoes (See Fig. I).
FASH system has two features: 1) installation simplicity and
2) accurate detection of fatigue. FASH system needs no device
attached to the user's body, because the devices and sensors
are embedded in a pair of shoes. FASH system obtains all three
effects of fatigue on gait in order to detect tiredness, which is
considered to improve the accuracy of fatigue detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present how other research detect fatigue, and discuss
which sensors or devices should be used for fatigue detection
by comparing them. In Section III, we introduce and discuss
the result of pre experiment which we conducted in order
to check the validity of using pressure sensors to detect



Figure I. Person Wearing FASH

fatigue. We then explain the implementation of FASH system
in Section IV, and evaluate its validity in Section V. The paper
concludes with Section VI.

II . PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section describes how other research detect fatigue
using a specific sensor or device. Then it discusses which
sensor or device is suitable for fatigue detection in everyday
life by comparing them.

A. Related Work

Several research have proposed methods to detect fatigue.
Balance acquirement is the most common way to detect
fatigue [17] [18]. In [17], accelerometer is implanted in the
device attached to the user's limbs, which acquires the balance
of the user and notify the user of it by vibrating another
device attached to his/her head. In [18], accelerometers are
hung beside the user's body, and notifies the user of his/her
balance through a small handheld device equipped with LCD.
These research aim to acquire the balance of the users, but
not the legs height nor the walking tempo, which are also
the effects of fatigue on gait. Not acquiring all the effects
of fatigue on gait is considered to result in less accuracy
of fatigue detection. Ubiquitous services are preferred to be
implemented in a way that the users' surroundings would not
be affected, nor destroyed by sensors or devices. It is also
important that the users would not be aware of them. However,
the research mentioned above attaches the device to the body,
or has the device hung from the body, which is not suitable
to be used in everyday life.

Users are made to walk on the specific place, and their gait
is being recorded with video cameras to extract the body parts
movement [19]. Although this research is not aiming to detect
the effect of fatigue, the method of using video cameras to
analyze user's gait can also be used to obtain the effects of
fatigue on gait. This method most likely be able to obtain
user's gait more precisely than the research referred above.
However, the cameras have to be embedded in a specific
environment, therefore, this method is not appropriate to be
used in everyday life.

Research aiming for fatigue detection [20] only distin
guishes if the user is tired or not, and it cannot be used to know
how tired the user is. It is important for the users to know the
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degree of tiredness in order to be aware of it's effects on gait
as much as possible. In order to solve this problem, notifying
the user of his/her magnitude of tiredness is required. It is
also important to encourage users to spend time on exercise
by acknowledging them of their fatigue.

B. Design Issues

Mobile devices for healthcare should be easily installed, and
should not bother users when in use. Installation simplicity is
important when used by elders. Thus, those devices are desired
to be embedded in something that user wears, for example,
clothes, hats and shoes. Moreover, the data must be as accurate
as possible in order to be evaluated correctly, especially for
healthcare devices, since it may concern user's life.

Table I illustrates the comparison between accelerome
ter, camera, and pressure sensor when they are used for
fatigue detection. The height of legs, walking tempo, and
body balance corresponds to the three influence of fatigue
on gait respectively, and usability represents the easiness
of installation and the suitableness of it for everyday life.
We compared accelerometer attached to different body parts;
waist, feet, and both waist and feet. Accelerometer attached
to waist, and camera represents research mentioned in Sec
tion II-A [17] [18] [19]. Pressure sensor is compared to
the other devices, because it is thought to be able to be
embedded in shoes without any installation difficulties, and
able to acquire the three effects of fatigue on gait.

Height of legs cannot be acquired only by attaching ac
celerometer to waist, however, walking tempo and body bal
ance can be obtained. Attaching accelerometer to feet enables
acquiring the height of legs and walking tempo, but not the
balance of the body. If the accelerometer is attached to waist
and feet, the three effects of fatigue on gait can be obtained by
covering the undetectable feature of each other. As brought up
in Section II-A, using camera to record and analyze the body
segments movement can obtain three effects of fatigue on gait.

Attaching sensor or device to user's body is not suitable for
the use in everyday life, since it needs user's attention when
ever, and wherever they go, for instance, user must make sure
that the device does not get hit or fall. Implementing sensor to
feet, for example, embedding accelerometer or pressure sensor
into shoes permits user to live his/her everyday life without
any attention to it. However, as shown in Table I, embedding
accelerometer into shoes does not fulfill the requirements.
Using camera is not appropriate for everyday life; cameras
must be embedded in the environment, and cannot be used in

Table I
COMPARING SENSORS FOR DETECTING TIREDNESS

height of legs tempo body balance usability
accelerometer

waist poor fair good poor
feet good good poor good

waist & feet good good good poor
camera good good good poor

pressure sensor good good good good



other places. Pressure sensor is thought to be the only sensor
which can acquire all three effects of fatigue on gait without
any influence on everyday life, therefore, FASH system uses
pressure sensor to detect fatigue. Moreover, the pressure sensor
is as thin as 0.018 inches, thus, it is considered that the whole
system can be embedded under the sole of a shoe. However,
the validity of using pressure sensors to detect fatigue is not
proved, hence, we held a pre experiment in order to evaluate
it and the result of it is explained in Section III.

III . PRE EXPERIMENT

This section conducts an experiment to prove the availability
of pressure sensors to obtain the effects of fatigue on gait.

In order to evaluate the pressure data correctly, the value of
it is desired to have a large difference between the minimum
and the maximum pressure value. We embedded pressure
sensors to six places in a pair of shoes: under the heel, arch
of the foot, the opposite side of arch of the foot, base of the
thumb, base of the middle finger, and base of the pinky finger.
In order to check the change in pressure value, a nineteen years
old man wore this shoes and walked freely on a flat floor
for about five minutes. As a result, we observed the slightest
change in pressure value from the sensor embedded under
the arch of the feet. On the other hand, the most differences
in pressure value were observed from the sensors implanted
under the heel, and base of the thumb. Therefore, we embed
pressure sensors under the heel and toe to detect fatigue.

We made four male, aged nineteen to twenty-two, run at
lOkm /h for thirty minutes on a treadmill in order to make
them tired. The pressure value is acquired from pressure
sensors implanted in a pair of shoes, before and after the run
when walking freely on a flat floor.

Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrates the mean pressure value of
toe and heel against time, before and after the run respectively.
Each wave indicates the pressure value transition of each step.
We observed three differences in pressure value before and
after fatigued described as follows:

1) decrease in maximum pressure
2) increase in time of foot on the ground
3) transition of pressure in between feet

The dashed line indicates the mean value of maximum
pressure of each step, which is approximately 70kgm/s2

before fatigued, and 65kgm/ s 2 after fatigued. This shows

1500 3000 4500
time (ms)

(a) before fatigued

Figure 2. Pressure value vs. time before and after fatigued
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Table II
COMPARING RATE OF CHANGE

maximum pressure time of feet ratio or pressure value
on the ground between toe and heel

participant A 0.929 1.244 0.903
participant B 0.932 I.I76 0.919
participant C 0.942 I.I67 0.902
participant D 0.940 I.I65 0.903

mean 0.936 I.I88 0.907

that, by getting tired, the maximum pressure value goes down,
which signifies that the impact of each step being reduced. It
is considered that one of the effects of fatigue on gait, lower
height of raised legs results in decrease in maximum pressure
of each steps.

The difference in frequency of the wave between before and
after fatigued is significant. We observed longer time taken for
each steps after fatigued compared to that of before fatigued:
average time taken for each step is roughly about 400ms and
500ms before and after fatigued respectively. Taking longer
time for each step means slower walking tempo, which is one
of the effects of fatigue on gait.

By comparing pressure value of sensors placed under the
heel and toe before and after fatigued, we observed the
transition in pressure value in between the feet. It is revealed
that the weight of the body tends to shift towards back by
getting tired: the pressure value of heel increases, meanwhile,
that of toe decreases after being fatigued. Shinkoda states that
the more weight applies to the back of the feet, the more
unstable the human body gets [21]. This indicates that the
weight transition we observed in the experiment, the weight
shift toward backside of feet, is equivalent to losing balance.

Table II shows the "rate of change" of each items before
and after fatigued. We define "rate of change" as the ratio
between the value before and after fatigued for three effects
of fatigue on gait. For example, participant A's maximum
pressure value after fatigued had become 92.9% of that of
before fatigued. The differences in pressure value is observed
in every four participants in the similar way, which verifies the
use of pressure sensors to detect fatigue of walking people.
The data of participant Ns time of feet on the ground, and
participant B's ratio of pressure value between toe and heel has
larger difference compared to those of the other participant's.
This signifies that not using all three effects of fatigue may
result in the misevaluation of tiredness. Thus, it is considered
that the research mentioned in Section II-A have possibility to
misevaluate the data. On the other hand, FASH system uses
all three effects of fatigue on gait to detect tiredness, which
increases the accuracy of fatigue detection.

IV. FASH SYSTEM

This section describes the system of FASH. It consists of
definition of "Tiredness Scale", and implementation of FASH.

A. Tiredness Scale

We define "tiredness scale" as a value from 0 to 100, which
represents the magnitude of the user's tiredness. Tiredness



(3)

scale is calculated using the three differences in pressure value
explained in Section III. Fatigue scale T is calculated using
the following Equation (1)(2).

T = 100 (wda - at) + W2 (bt - b) + w31c - ctl) (I)
a - xa yb - b C - ZC

WI + W 2 + W3 = 1 (2)

a, b, and c signifies the maximum pressure, time of feet on
the ground, and ratio of pressure value between toe and heel
before being fatigued respectively. at. b-, and ct each stands
for maximum pressure, time of feet on the ground, and ratio
of pressure value between toe and heel at a specific period of
time. Nardon et at. claims that the body tends to be unstable
when being fatigued [13], indicating human body may lean
forward as a result of getting tired, thus we used absolute
value for c - Ct. WI , W2, and W3 indicates the weight, which
sums up to l. x, y, and z each stands for the rate of change
of the three effects of fatigue on gait.

The value of rate of change can be determined by two
ways, either gathering pressure data of each user to calculate
the value before using FASH, or using predefined value. By
gathering the pressure data, the rate of change becomes the
most suitable rate for any user, however, making the user
fatigued in order to obtain the data is not realistic since
it requires tremendous time and effort before using FASH.
On the other hand, using predefined value for the rate of
change allows users to use FASH without any preparation ,
although, the rate of change may not be suitable for some
users. Nishiyama et at. concludes that the age and sex does
not affect the amount of muscle used when walking, except
for the rectus muscle [22]. This implies that the rate of change
of a specific user can most likely be applied to other users.
In order to determine the validity of using predefined value of
rate of change, we held an experiment explained in Section III.

Table II shows the rate of change of four participants . The
value of rate of change turned out to be almost the same,
expect for participant P:s time of feet on the ground, which
is thought to be the outlier. This proves the validity of using
predefined value of rate of change to detect fatigue, thus, we
use the average of four participant's rate of change in FASH
system. The rate of change of maximum pressure, time of feet
on the ground, and ratio of pressure value between toe and
heel, is set to 0.936, 1.188, 0.907, and they are substituted
into z, y, and z of the Equation (I) respectively. The weight,
WI, W2 , and W 3 , is set to one third until we define the best
weight for them. The equation for calculating tiredness scale
T, after substituting the defined values into the Equation (I)
is stated as follows:

(
! (a - ad ! (bt - b) ! [c- ctl )T = 100 3 + 3 + ...,,3'--__
a - 0.936a 1.188b - b c - 0.907c

B. Implementation

Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of FASH system. FASH
consists of four pressure sensors, two Imote2s [23] and a
NUTS. The pressure sensor used in FASH system can acquire
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Figure 3. FASH Architecture

pressure values from 0 to lOOkgm /s 2 • Fig. 4 shows the actual
implementation of pressure sensors in a shoe. The white circle
indicates the place where the pressure sensors are implanted.
Imote2 is an intel mote, which has a sensor board (3-axis
accelerometer, temperature, luminescence, humidity sensor,
and analog input,) CPU, battery, and ZigBee module. NUTS is
a device developed in our Lab., which has sensor board (3-axis
accelerometer, temperature, luminescence, GPS, RFID, etc.,)
gumstix [24] as CPU, 1I0s (microphone, earphone, LCD,)
battery, and wireless module (WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee.)

The pressure sensors are inserted under the sole of a pair of
shoes. Imote2s are attached to both right and left shoes, and
two pressure sensors are connected to each of them. Imote2
acquires the pressure data from the pressure sensors at 50
samples per second, and sends the data to NUTS over ZigBee.
The frequency of pressure data acquisition is tested, and it is
concluded that 50 samples/second is the minimum frequency
which ensures the obtainment of data for fatigue detection. The
higher the frequency becomes, the more power it consumes.
Thus, the frequency is set to the minimum in order to extend
the time of FASH's life, so that it is suitable for the use in
everyday life. We confirmed nearly lO percent packet loss rate
when Imote2 sends pressure data to NUTS over ZigBee at
50Hz due to packet interference between two Imote2s and

Figure 4. Pressure Sensors in Shoe



NUTS. Therefore, Imote2 reduces the sending frequency to
approximately 1Hz by extracting the required pressure data
for fatigue detection, and putting multiple extracted data into
one packet. As a result, the packet loss rate becomes about 1
percent, which is permissible rate for the fatigue detection.

NUTS is used for detecting fatigue, calculating tiredness
scale, and notifying the tiredness scale to the user. However,
NUTS is used as a bridge node, and is not needed if it
is only used for detecting fatigue or calculating tiredness
scale, because they can be done in Imote2 instead. Note that
this FASH system architecture is a prototype: the devices
and pressure sensors can be made much smaller if they are
optimized for FASH. Each time NUTS receives a packet
from Imote2, it evaluates fatigue using three differences in
pressure value, and calculates the tiredness scale. Then it
notifies the user of it over WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, or through
1I0s such as sound and LCD. Although we currently alert
the user immediately after the calculation of tiredness scale
through e-mail, we are now considering notification using
beep, vibration, music, etc.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the validity of fatigue detection
using predefined value for rate of change, by showing the
result of valuation and discussing it.

We applied FASH to three male, twenty to twenty-two
years old, and have them follow the subsequent steps using
treadmill:

1) walk for 1 minute at 2km /h, and obtain the pressure
data

2) run for 10 minutes at IOkm/h
3) walk for 1 minute at 2km /h, and obtain the pressure

data
4) repeat the steps 2) and 3) once

We used the pressure data acquired in step 1) as the pressure
data before fatigued, and compared it against the data acquired
in step 3) and step 4). We used this sequence in order to
check if the tiredness scale increases as the user gets tired,
and if FASH is applicable for a new user, using the predefined
value of the rate of change. According to [25], running at
IOkm/h uses approximately three times as much muscle as

walking at 2km / h. In order to make the user tired, making
himlher walking is the best way, however, this shows the
effectiveness of running instead of walking. Running is less
time consuming than walking, thus we made participants run,
in order to acquire data as much as possible in short time.

Fig. 5 illustrates the graph of tiredness scale vs. number of
data. The wavy line indicates 10 minutes run, and the solid
line shows the tiredness value calculated in 1 minute walk.

The solid line always has greater value on the right side of
a wavy line compared to that on the left side, which means
that the value of tiredness scale increases after running. The
increase in the value of tiredness scale by getting fatigued
signifies the validity of the method used for tiredness detection,
and the equation to calculate tiredness scale.

We confirmed the difference in physical fatigue, and sub
jective feeling toward tiredness. All participants run the same
amount of time at same speed twice, and the tiredness scale
calculated from the acquired data has raised about the same
amount after each run. In spite of that, participant A and C
claimed that on the second run, they got half as tired as the
first run, and participant B affirmed that he got more tired
on the second run compared to the first run. This represents
that the users have difficulties to realize their tiredness, thus,
it is important to notify them of it to acknowledge the degree
of tiredness. Moreover, this indicates the validity of FASH
acknowledging the users of their degree of fatigue.

We used predefined values for the rate of change in the
tiredness scale calculation as shown in Equation (3), and
we confirmed the validity of fatigue detection method. This
indicates that the rate of change of a specific user can be
applied to other users. However, as of right now, the rate of
change is calculated from four participants, thus, the greater
number of data should be acquired to define most proper value.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Fatigue Alerting SHoes (FASH), a pair
of shoes which detects the tiredness of the walking people
and alerts the users of it. Rather than using accelerometer
or camera, we use pressure sensors to detect the tiredness,
and confirmed the effectiveness of using pressure sensors for
fatigue detection.

50.------..--------~50'--~-""""'---------'50'--~-"""'---""""'-----'

o0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

number ofdata

o0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

number ofdata

o0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

number of data

(a) Participant A (b) Participant B (c) Participant C

Figure 5. Tiredness Scale vs. Number of Data
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There are three effects of fatigue on gait, 1) lower height of
raised legs [12], 2) slower walking tempo [16], and 3) losing
balance [13], and FASH system obtains all of them to detect
fatigue, while research using accelerometer only uses one
of them [17] [18]. Moreover, FASH system is suitable for
everyday life compared to other research [17] [18] [19],
because it embeds pressure sensors in a pair of shoes, which
allows users to wear them without any interference. We define
"Tiredness Scale", a scale which represents how tired the
user is, and propose the equation to calculate it. This scale
allows FASH system to inform the user of the magnitude of
the effects of fatigue on walking. Through the evaluation, we
confirmed the validity of using predefined value for the rate
of change, tiredness scale and the equation for its calculation.
We also confirmed the importance of informing the user of
his/her fatigue, since they have difficulties to recognize their
own physical tiredness.

There are a few concerns remain in the current design and
implementation of FASH system. In Equation (3), we defined
the weight as one third, however, it should be investigated
in order to maximize the accuracy of fatigue detection. As of
right now, the value of rate of change for the three influence of
fatigue on gait are based on the data obtained from four male
aged from nineteen to twenty-two. However, the difference
in age and sex may cause the value of rate of change to be
different. Therefore, more number of data should be obtained
from various age and different sex in order to define the most
suitable value for the rate of change. Although we currently
use tiredness as a scale to diagnose the danger of walking,
use of other measurements such as energy expenditure, en
ergy consumption, etc. should be considered. Finally, we are
presently notifying the users immediately after the calculation
of their tiredness scale through e-mail. Although, using e-mail
as notification is not proper for some people, especially for
the elders. Therefore, the timing and the way of notification
should be investigated carefully in order to prevent the users
from falling accidents, and encourage the users to do exercise.
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